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We keep our customers’
business on the move

You can succeed if you design your production processes
to be fast and efficient. Demag industrial cranes and
material handling components are decisive factors on the
road to success. With speed and efficiency, uncompromising
quality and intensive monitoring, we optimise value
chains, ensure you are able to deliver and offer solid
investments and efficiency thanks to our seamless service.
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Master climber in racks

Scientists at the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics IML in
Dortmund, Germany have developed a new shuttle for operating small parts
storage systems automatically. Not only can the “RackRacer” move horizontally within an aisle, it can also change levels independently, which allows it
to climb the rack diagonally.
Photo: Fraunhofer IML

www.iml.fraunhofer.de
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About the perspectives
of automated guided
systems
Asked about the future of intralogistics, consumers responded with
their consumption needs, filled in on their computers at home. This
is part of the answer. Given the steady increase in online shopping
sales, the contemporary trend towards smaller packaging units down
to a batch size of 1 will continue. It follows that intralogistics will
incorporate more separation into individual units and picking output
will increase correspondingly. In this context, according to expert
opinion, one area with a high future potential is small automated
transport vehicles that support picking.
The trend towards automation – as you can read in the article on
page 12 – is also in full swing in China. In the transformation that is
underway from low-wage country to high-tech nation, both Chinese
companies and the government of
China are committed to promoting
Automated guided systems the automation of production and
logistics processes, to cut costs and
are expanding their
also to become more competitive.
application potential
Automation solutions include
robots used for handling tasks as
well as automated guided systems, for which scientist are also
forecasting a high future potential. So it should come as no surprise
that CeMAT Asia, the international trade fair held in Shanghai from
October 27 to 30, is dedicating a special exhibit to the topic in the
“International AGV Pavilion” in building W2. Automated guided
systems have undergone enormous technical development in recent
years and reached a state of the art able to meet operator demands
for easy installation and flexible use. The progressive miniaturization
of control units and use of improved sensor systems
on the technical side, plus easier integration
into the existing company-internal infrastructure with much simpler setup on the
software level makes it significantly easier to
place these vehicles in operation. That
makes automated guided systems reliable
and easy to handle so they can support the
implementation of fully or semi-automated intralogistics processes, offering a
solution that is at once cost-effective
and flexible.

The best doors
Unbeatably fast, safe and reliable:
Doors from EFAFLEX stand out
for world-leading, patented technology and technical superiority.
EFAFLEX doors are the solution
for higher efficiency and greater
security in logistic‘s processes.

Holger Seybold

EFAFLEX Tor- und Sicherheitssysteme GmbH & Co. KG
Fliederstraße 14 · D-84079 Bruckberg · info@efaﬂex.com
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viastore and TOX Pressotechnik continue
their cooperation
TOX Pressotechnik, a provider of sheet metal connections,
drives and presses, has once again commissioned the company
viastore systems GmbH, based in Stuttgart (Germany), with the
implementation of an automated warehouse system in Taicang,
China. As early as 2011, the intralogistics system and software
provider equipped the plant at TOX Pressotechnik headquarters
in Weingarten, Germany, with a solution for an automated tray
warehouse.
In the new automatic small parts warehouse, two Lean-Lifts by
Hänel ensure fast order picking according to the “Goods-ToMan” principle. The warehouse is controlled and managed via
the viad@tWMS software. This combination ensures high
transparency of stocks, as well as fast and accurate storage and
retrieval. In this way, TOX can increase storage density and
organise processes more efficiently, which also has a positive
impact on storage costs.

27-30 October 2014

We‘ll exhibit.

Hall W2, German Pavilion

Global Excellence
for Intralogistics
The following partners are pleased with this successful
collaboration: Martin Wu (viastore China), Jiang Xiang Qian
(TOX China), Peter Oswald (viastore China) and Gu Wen Bin
(TOX China) (from left to right).

www.viastore.de

Axit joining forces with Siemens
Axit AG (Frankenthal/Germany) is looking to expand its
business in China together with Siemens Logistics and Airport
Solutions. A cooperation agreement was recently signed
allowing Siemens to market the AX4 logistics platform from Axit
on the Chinese market and to implement its solutions. With over
150,000 users and more than 30 million transport consignments,
AX4 is one of the most important IT platforms for the management of international transport and logistic processes. Developed by Axit, it is available in 80 countries around the world and
in 14 different languages.
“With Logistics and Airport Solutions, we have found a partner
who is already established on the Chinese market with an
existing network. AX4 complements the IT portfolio from
Siemens in the areas of CEP and Cargo Solutions,” explains
Jürgen Conrads, member of the Axit AG Executive Board.
As a cooperation partner of Axit, Logistics and Airport Solutions
will be launching the cloud-based IT solution under its own
name on the market. “We are starting off with a highly functional
IT platform right from the word go, one that will help our
customers in Asia to quickly and simply optimize the complexity
of their transport and logistics processes when combined with
our IT solutions,” says Jörg Schiemann, Head of IT at Logistics
and Airport Solutions. “AX4 provides the realm of logistics with a
whole host of opportunities to standardize and automate
processes.”

TRANSNORM’S range of conveyor modules and
systems guarantee the logistical competitiveness of
global players such as airport equipment suppliers,
parcel services, mail order companies and distribution
service providers.
Use this experience to speed up your logistics processes!

www.axit.de

www.transnorm.com
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Worldwide News
Eisenmann provides electrified monorail system 500 metre-long mega high-bay
for one of China’s most popular beers
warehouse in Zhongwang, China
The system engineering company Eisenmann, based in Böblingen/
Germany, is providing an electrified monorail system for the new
Guangzhou Zhu Jiang Brewery Group production facilities, one of
China’s largest beer producers. The system boasts a throughput rate of
more than 600 pallets an hour and will link production facilities with the
high-bay warehouse and the shipping facilities. Chinese intralogistics
specialist Gangyu has been commissioned as the general contractor for
the project. The project value lies within the ten million euro mark and
production is due to start at the end of March 2015.
“This project is a prime example of collaboration between general
contractor and sub-supplier. In the run up to the project, Gangyu had
already opted for a collaboration with us and hence, we were able to take
part in meetings with the end customer at an early stage”, Sebastiano
Sardo, conveyor systems sales manager, explains. “This enabled us to
build up a certain level of trust and win over the end customer with our
expertise. What’s more, we were able to identify the specific demands of
Guangzhou Zhu Jiang
Brewery Group as part
of our visit on site and
provide an individually
adapted EMS solution.”
This specific solution
consists of an electrified
monorail system with
hangers featuring three
drive wheels each,
rather than the
standard, two drive
wheels. As a result, the
system is able to carry
payloads of up to 1,500 kg. Standard EMS are designed for maximum
payloads of merely 1,200 kg and the loads at the Chinese brewery
facilities lie up to ten percent above this value.
The Chinese “Zhujiang Beer” is named after the region where it is from,
the Pearl River Delta in the province of Guangzhou, in southern China.
Consequently, the beer’s brand name translates to “Pearl River Beer”
and it is among China’s top three of the most popular beers.

For the Chinese Zhongwang Group, Vollert is currently
designing and constructing three fully automated high-bay
warehouses at the company’s rolling plant site in Tianjin,
China. The largest warehouse measures 504 metres in length
and provides space for a total of 1,500 aluminium coils across
150 rows on five separate
levels. Two further
high-bay warehouses,
which are currently under
construction, provide
around 1,300 and 2,100
storage bays respectively.
Altogether, these allow for
a total capacity of over
100,000 tonnes of aluminium coils. As production
buffers, the warehouses are
integrated into a comprehensive material flow
system – from the ingot
melting stage all the way to
the loading of the finished
products. To this end, Vollert is supplying, among other
things, ingot tilting stations, 14 automatic cranes, and
manipulators with spans of up to 31.5 metres. In addition, the
project scope also includes crane runways up to 500 metres
in length, tunnel shuttles, driverless transport systems,
stacker cranes and 15 blade lifter pairs. All the support
systems move in the high-speed area at speeds of up to 4
metres per second. To enable the coils to be further processed as quickly as possible following the hot rolling
process, Vollert is integrating an active individual position
cooling system into the high-bay warehouse. After less than
50 hours, coils at a temperature of 350°C can be cooled down
to such a level that they are ready for further processing. By
doing so, the Zhongwang Group not only saves times but also
storage capacity.

www.eisenmann.com

www.vollert.de

Interroll wins flow storage system contract from Indonesia
Interroll, based in Sant’Antonino/Switzerland, a supplier of key products and
solutions for internal logistics, has been awarded a contract for a project in
Indonesia. The order was placed by the confectionery manufacturer Lotte
Indonesia and comprises of a flow storage system with a capacity of 3,896 pallets
including an Interroll Pushback system. Lucky Jurista, PPIC Manager at Lotte
Indonesia, explains that the high throughput speeds and the smaller space the
system requires were factors contributing to a decision in favor of Interroll.
“More and more international companies are establishing their Asian production
facilities in Indonesia. As a specialist for intralogistics we strive to helping current,
but also future customers, to grow on the Asian market by providing the products
to match their plans for expansion”, Gan Wee Seng, Managing Director at Interroll
Singapore elucidates.
www.interroll.com
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Transnorm pushes
for investment in China
The economic development
throughout Asia and particularly
China continues to be very positive.
Transnorm System GmbH, based in
Harsum, Germany, has established
an independent company in
Shanghai to be able to keep up
with this development and provide
improved support to system
integrators from areas, such as
airports, parcel service and local
intralogistics.

I

ncreasing consumer demands within the
population, continuously enhanced local
industries and traffic infrastructure, such as
airports, call for comprehensive investment
in China. This is the only way to meet the envisaged objectives with regard to exports
and a stronger local economy. The intralogistics industry will also benefit from these
projects and plans by creating the framework for correctly picked goods orders and
an operational supply chain. The intralogistics systems and plants must boost their
throughput speeds and availability to keep
up with the demands on the growing Chinese market. These factors plus the rise in
wage costs are all arguments in favor of an
increasing level of automation within the in-

tralogistics industry and its technical implementation also demands powerful and
high-grade sorting and distribution technology as well as versatile conveyor technology
components. Potential system configurators
can simply select the modules and standardized industry solutions from a comprehensive Transnorm product range to match
the corresponding system in question.

Stronger market presence
Transnorm has further strengthened its
business commitments in China by recently
establishing its own sales and service company in Shanghai (Transnorm System
(Shanghai) Co. LTD) to be able to live up to

About Transnorm
Transnorm is a leading, international manufacturer of high-performance modules for package freight, container and carton conveyor
systems, as well as parcel and airport baggage flow systems. In
addition, using these products, material handling system solutions
for a variety of end users are implemented in different industries.
According to Transnorm’s own information, the company is a world
market leader in the area of inclined belt conveyor systems, with a
market share of more than 50 percent.
In addition to the headquarters in Harsum/Germany, the company
operates further production sites in the U.S. and Malaysia as well as
sales offices worldwide – the most recent addition being the Shanghai offices. This widespread network allows globally active system
manufacturers, such as distribution centers, airports or parcel and
mail distribution points, to be reliably supported. With approximately 320 employees worldwide, Transnorm currently generates
sales totaling around 57 million Euro.
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Van der Klooster: “opening our new offices in Shanghai
means we are directly represented on China’s growth market”

G l ob al b u sin e ss

the requirements of the Chinese market
and the locally operating system integrators
for intralogistics and baggage transport in
airports. Previously, the company had
mainly been known as a supplier of key
components for baggage transport systems
in airports and it now also intends to intensify its business activities in sectors such
as courier and express services as well as
intralogistics.
In this process, the company will continue
to focus on the key component segment.
“These products have allowed us to gain an
internationally leading market position and
we strive towards making it even stronger”,
Peter van der Klooster (Image 01), Sales
Manager Asia-Pacific at Transnorm
explains.
The new sales and service company means
the airport and intralogistics specialist is now
directly represented in China, Asia’s most
important growth market. “In addition to
direct sales support we can now offer our
customers improved service response times
and shorter delivery periods for spare parts”,
van der Klooster ensures, emphasizing
Transnorm’s commitment in China.
At CeMAT Asia (hall: W2/German Pavilion) in Shanghai the company will be show-

02

Inclined conveyor belts allow to merge
several goods flows into one output conveyor belt

casing conveyor technology modules and
system components dedicated to intralogistics applications (Image 02). These solutions allow Transnorm to comply with the
high customer demands with regard to
quality, reliability and easy maintenance.
These are all aspects to safeguard more efficient and cost-effective system operation.
For instance, modules and solutions are
used in sorting and distribution systems for

containers and cartons in industry, trade,
and distribution centers. On the basis of
these wide application fields, system integrators and end users are provided with
customized intralogistics key components
tailored to the respective industry.
Photos: Transnorm

www.transnorm.com

Everything hangs

on our efficiency

The new electrified monorail system for order picking

www.eisenmann.com

Market a nd tech no l o gy

China – a market
for industrial automation?
Li Li, Lothar Schulze

As a result of the launched transition from low-income economy to
high-tech nation, the aim of the Chinese economy is to advance the
degree of industrial automation. This uncovers vast opportunities for
manufacturers and integrators of automated material handling systems,
considering the degree of competition with national manufacturers drops
as a consequence of an increasing degree of automation. However, has
the Chinese market already developed a demand for automated material
handling systems or are logistics automation and integration providers a
step ahead in offering such systems?

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Li Li, PhD, specialized in technical
logistics, Ostwestfalen-Lippe University of
Applied Sciences/Germany
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Lothar Schulze is head of the
specialist department responsible for planning
and controlling warehousing as well as transport
systems (PSLT) at the Leibniz University of
Hanover/Germany
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ompanies in China have been facing
continuously increasing labor costs for
years. As a result, the gross wages have increased by an average of more than ten
percent over the past ten years. The minimum wage (as specified by the government) has increased even more. In 2013
alone, the average rise across all Chinese
provinces amounted to 18 percent. This
development is double the blow on companies as the minimum wage is also used
as a component to calculate the ancillary
wage costs.
However, a significant lack of well trained
workers in production and a high degree of
employee fluctuation are characterizing for
China‘s industrial hubs. The lack in employer loyalty often poses unforeseen problems
to employers and frequently, European
companies with facilities in China are rudely reminded of this lack of loyalty among
their workforce. It is not always possible to
provide planning safety for production and
logistics.

M a r k e t a n d t e ch n olog y

About PSLT

Simultaneously, a large part of the Chinese
population has become wealthier. As a result, the young, Chinese population is often
no longer prepared to work in physically
challenging workplaces.
Consequently, cheap labor is no longer
the central argument in favor of China. China is coming under increasing pressure by
competition from low-income economies.
Many companies that previously manufactured labor-intensive, simple products in
China are now moving on to the new lowincome economies, such as Bangladesh, Indonesia, Cambodia, the Philippines or Vietnam. In the medium term, the cheap labor
model will become outdated.
In China, the transition from mass producing simple products to manufacturing
challenging products is in full flow. Reproducible qualities must be achieved while
maintaining a high level of productivity. The
former low-income economy is on the way
to becoming a high-income company, regardless of the resulting consequences for
companies. The country and its companies
must now face these challenges.
One way of maintaining China‘s competitive status is for companies to do everything
possible and drive forward industrial automation and the use of robotics.

Transition with automation
The questions raised by the required transitions have many different answers. One basic method is to automate physical processes, i. e. also production and logistics processes. Certain requirements must be met
to successfully implement automation processes. An important precondition is to provide a sufficient number of specialist personnel and sustainably safeguard the
equipment is ready for operation.
Comprehensive training for all involved
employees goes hand in hand with automation processes. They must understand the
processes and the automation concepts to
exclude faults caused by incorrect operator
behavior. Discipline, order, and cleanliness
are the cornerstones of modern, automated
plant and intralogistics systems. This also
includes adhering to simple arrangement
principles, such as the ban on placing loading units on pathways, in front of gates, or
fire alarms.
Technical faults cannot be completely excluded, not even in automated systems. Fast
and sustainable troubleshooting is required

01 Robots in automatic production

The Department Planning and Controlling of Warehouse and Transport Systems
(PSLT) at Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz University of Hanover/Germany is dedicated to
academic as well as practically oriented research. In this process, specialist personnel
collaborates closely with the University of Applied Sciences Ostwestfalen/Lippe/
Germany as well as with partners from industry, trade, and the service sector.
Planning and optimizing material flow and logistics systems lie at the core of the
department.

to make ample use of systems. Preventative
and correct maintenance as per machine
manufacturer specifications is paramount.
This is the only way of ensuring a sustainable and high degree of plant availability.
Automation is aimed at reducing costs
and increasing performance. Tasks that humans had previously done are now taken
over by machines. Costs not only include
the original manufacturing costs, but also
costs caused by waste and damage to buildings and machine infrastructure.
Additionally, automation contributes to
cutting labor-related stress on employees
and it reduces accident risks. Automation
represents a giant leap on the way to creating „plants without industrial trucks“, an objective the automotive industry has declared a strategic goal.
Perfectly planned and implemented process automation is crucial in preventing any
kind of waste and providing process data to
allow to draw conclusions on the use of resources.
Requirements for successful automation
Successful automation is based on a
closed, detailed, and fully developed concept. In this process, all client interests must
be reflected in the tender.
As a rule, automation concepts affect several specialist disciplines. Engineering,
electrical engineering, control technology,

and IT must work hand in hand. Any interfaces to other structures and operators must
have been fully developed. The safety concept is paramount. Preventative measures
must be taken to exclude the risk of injury or
material damage.
Additionally, we recommend companies
request redundancy concepts from their
suppliers. Events and conditions must be
defined for which suppliers must specify
methods to safeguard system operation (if
applicable at a lower output rate) in the
event of a lack of certain elements.
The scope of automation and level of
shared information must be defined in concepts. In this process, not only the technical
options are essential, the potentially available degree of workforce experience and expertise is also vital.
In most cases, the simplest requirements
are the hardest to implement. This also applies to logistics. Any in-house or externally
supplied pallets or containers must be suitable for automation. They must comply with
certain tolerance limits and must not show
any damage which could impair their functionality. It is vital to comply with the overhang tolerance limits with regard to loaded
pallets. In any other case, the automated
system will discharge an excessive amount
of „not OK“ loading units which will then
require a particular level of attention.

02 On-shore container transport using automated guided vehicles
Following acceptance of the scope of delivery and services, clients must be almost
completely and independently able to
maintain unrestricted system operation at
maximum output capacity. For this reason,
goods acceptance represents such a vital
part for clients. Preparations for successful
goods acceptance are already undertaken
when contracts are drawn up, by defining
all acceptance details and target values.
This may range from functional tests to performance or availability tests.

Robotics replace employees
Robotics automation solutions are designed
to replace monotonous, exhausting, and
hazardous tasks. This group of tasks is implemented by robots as well as systems with
driverless industrial trucks (Images 01 and
02), commonly known as automated guided systems. They are fast, reliable, and always maintain an equally high level of process quality.
In China, both the political elite and the
economy recognized the importance of industrial automation. As a consequence, the
Chinese government has defined the automation of production and logistics as a development goal. Government funding is
fostering the development of automatic and
automated production, most of all in key industries, such as the automotive sector, but
also in the aerospace, railways, and electronics industries.
This results in great opportunities for Europe‘s industrialized nations. For instance,
take German industrial robot manufacturer
Kuka: the company has been prioritizing
the Chinese market for many years. Today,
20 percent of Kuka‘s business is already
conducted in China and there are no signs
for a halt in growth. The significance of the
Chinese market is also underlined by the
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fact that Kuka has opened industrial robot
production facilities in China to be closer to
customers.
According to figures from the International Federation of Robotics (IFR), China
will already become the most important
market for robotics this year. The IFR report
also explains that the driving factors in this
development are cost pressure within HR
and increasingly stricter quality requirements.
In China, the annual figures for damage
to machines, buildings and products caused
by industrial truck drivers top the figures in
industrial countries. Additionally, companies are forced to invest in training indus-

Customized automation
is required
trial truck drivers to ensure they handle
their vehicles responsibly.
However, in many cases, they only complete simple tasks, for instance transporting
loads between a few, individual loading
points. And even then, backlogs or delays
are caused by loading units that have not
been picked up on time or by material that
has not been provided at the right time. In
this context and on the basis of the increasing personnel costs, driverless industrial
truck systems are gaining more and more
significance.
Said systems can be implemented with
various levels of automation, be it operators
specifying destinations on vehicle control
panels or fully integrated, automatic systems operated by IT management systems.
The vehicles are available as low-cost versions, as retrospectively automated series
units, or as individually engineered vehi-

cles. The required output defines the number of vehicles.
Navigation without guiding lines enables
a high degree of routing flexibility and the
system can always adapt to new requirements. As a consequence, systems with
driverless industrial trucks demonstrate all
the qualities required as part of automated
production material flow.
2013 already say a significant rise in system installations featuring driverless industrial trucks in China. In China, the automotive industry is once again living up to its
pioneering role for which it is known
throughout Europe. A considerable amount
of installations were implemented by European manufacturers.

Outlook
Only companies with highly qualified management staff and specialists, as well as excellently trained workers will be able to
meet the requirements of the structural
transition in China and set the foundations
the future is built on. We are already experiencing a high demand for specialists that
can boost efficiency and save costs.
Balanced steps towards industrial automation are required. The concepts must be
very robust and their complexity must remain as simple as possible. Specialist expertise must be intensively developed to
draw the necessary conclusions from any
gained experiences. However, the assumption that today‘s staff is able to correctly operate the systems as engineers is an illusion
and customized automation is required.
The approach to „keep it simple“ is not entirely wrong. An excessive level of speed and
complexity as part of automation may cause
some hick-ups with regard to efficiency.
Internal material flow is predestined as
the first area to implement automation.
Keywords, such as racking storage and retrieval vehicles, sorting systems, pallet systems, gantry and articulated robots, as well
as systems with driverless industrial trucks
represent the multitude of available solutions.
However, it is more than clear that China‘s future lies in automation. We can already say today that, in the medium term,
industrial automation will spark a revolution across China‘s logistics operations.
China will become a further, serious competitor for industrial nations with regard to
complex products and services.
Photos: Lead photo: Fotolia, viastore systems/
processing: VFV Grafik, 01 Kuka, 02 HHLA
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Increase your warehouse capacity
Buildings cannot always be extended at will to provide additional storage
space. Increasing storage density to release areas for production is often
difficult. When those situations exist, one should think about mobile racking.
With modern control concepts and well founded planning anything is possible.
If you are planning to build a new storage installation or to restructure an
existing one, please check the following system characteristics:
► 85% increase of storage capacity over the same surface area.
► 60% decrease in building volume if you are planning to build new.
► 40% increase in available space, without having to build a new facility.
Visit us at CeMAT Asia, we can help you with the planning and will find the
most economic solution for your logistic needs.
SSI Schaefer Systems International (Kunshan) Co, Ltd
shanghai@ssi-schaefer.cn · www.ssi-schaefer.cn

C EMAT ASIA NEWs

CeMAT Asia 2014 presenting
innovations and solutions

China’s economic development continues on a positive note. The process is
driven by dynamic forces whose progress can also be measured by the
efficiency of intralogistics. After all, intralogistics makes an important
contribution to designing cost-effective processes in production, storage
and material flow. Exhibitors will be providing information about their
products, systems and solutions used to run those very processes at
CeMAT Asia 2014, from October 27 to 30 in Shanghai.
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A

ccording to estimates of leading
experts, China will be the world’s foremost economic power by 2030. Lower
growth rates, as are currently being recorded due to the country’s transformation of
the economy, will change nothing. After
years of boom economy during which
measures needed to improve the infrastructure and modernize industry could not be
implemented to the required extent, authorities are now pushing those measures.
They are also emphasizing stronger internal
demand and more private consumption.
These measures in Chinese economic policy mean the country will become more
focused on the future and are indicative of
further growth. Manufacturers and providers in the intralogistics industry who will be
presenting their systems and solutions to
interested professional visitors at CeMAT
Asia in Shanghai can also benefit from this
trend.

T HE POWER OF DELIV ERY

Intralogistics: viastore.
Intralogistics Systems
Consulting & System Design
AS/RS
Modernization
Stacker Cranes
Shuttle Systems
Services
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In addition to the intralogistics industry,
Chinese companies and foreign companies
operating in China in industry, commerce
and logistics services will also enjoy
the benefits of China’s economic transformation.

Harnessing the potential
of intralogistics
Simply considering the Chinese government’s intent to strengthen private consumption, it quickly becomes clear that this
represents an enormous potential for applications in intralogistics. That is apparent especially in e-commerce or online shopping,
which is recording impressive growth rates
in the country with the world’s largest population. This is powered by a growing middle class that meets its consumer needs in
part through e-commerce and is responsible for the high growth rates in online commerce. According to statistics provided in
the B2C area for 2013, sales volume was
about 250 billion US dollars. The figure for
2014 should be 370 billion and in 2015 the
anticipated volume of online commerce
will be 540 billion USD. A trend that shows
the potential of this market segment.
Chinese customers purchase mainly
clothes, books, CDs, health products and
cosmetics on the Internet, and increasingly
food as well. This highly diversified range of
products is similar to what Internet customers around the world buy, with one difference: the web purchasing volume in China
is many times greater than in Europa and is
quickly approaching the Internet sales volume in the USA.
These facts and prospects spell enormous
potential orders for intralogistics. This
means the number of distribution centers
in China will increase significantly to meet
the demands of customers for orders and
deliveries. Another related aspect is the intralogistics equipment these logistics centers will need, from fork lift trucks to equipment for conveying and picking and preparation for dispatch, as well as software to
link everything together. All of these com-
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Pech: “The great interest companies have shown for CeMAT Asia in Shanghai is a clear indication
of the huge potential the Asian market offers the intralogistics industry”

ponents and subsystems can be configured
together based on their respective functionalities and requirements to form a complete
intralogistics solution.
CeMAT Asia offers interested visitors the
best opportunity to obtain all the necessary
information and for intensive technical discussions with the exhibitors.

CeMAT Asia goes live
The need of Chinese companies and companies operating in China for solutions to
intralogistics tasks is enormous. This applies not only to the boom sector, e-commerce, but also to logistics service providers
and almost all areas of industry and commerce. Wolfgang Pech (Image), business
unit manager at Deutsche Messe AG in
Hanover Germany, makes this point succinctly: “Management in companies is well
aware that intralogistics plays a key role in
meeting customer expectations and is an
important element of the supply chain. The
companies exhibiting at CeMAT Asia know
about the underlying needs and they offer
visitors a solution-oriented intralogistics
portfolio.”
The history of CeMAT Asia is interwoven
with the economic trend in China, which

has been positive throughout that time.
CeMAT has been held in Shanghai for 15
years. The great interest of both the exhibitors and visitors clearly shows the tremendous need of companies in the country for
intralogistics products and solutions. Pech
recounts the success of the fair with impressive numbers: “We started in 2000 with 93
exhibitors and we counted 6,100 visitors.
This year, for the 15th CeMAT Asia, more
than 500 exhibitors are represented and we
are expecting well over 70,000 visitors. I
believe these figures impressively confirm
our trade fair strategy and concept, and that
applies not only to China, but to all CeMAT
events worldwide.”
Since its debut in 2000, CeMAT Asia has
become the leading intralogistics trade fair
in the Asian region. It offers the industry
an annual trade fair platform with the additional synergies provided by PTC Asia
and ComVac Asia. Those are the largest
trade shows in Asia for drive and fluid technology and for compressed air and vacuum
technology.
Photos: Deutsche Messe, Jungheinrich, Kuka,
Transnorm System, Winfried Bauer

www.cemat.com
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Continental CST presents customized tire
solutions for the Asian market
“With an estimated annual growth rate of 15 percent till 2015,
China is one of the booming markets in materials handling. This is
also applicable to the entire Asian continent. We therefore have
tailored our solutions even more to the needs of Asian customers
and the industry-specific requirements”, says Tony Cai, Sales
Manager Continental China. “With its international focus and high
reputation, the trade fair offers us an optimal platform to present
the newest highlights of our customized solutions strategy.”
Continental CST
will also launch a
new robust
specialty tire for
materials handling
at CeMAT Asia. It
complements the
comprehensive tire
portfolio that
Continental CST
“With its international focus and high
reputation, the trade fair offers us an optimal already offers in the
Asian market.
platform to present the newest highlights of
Continental CST
our customized solutions strategy”, Tony Cai,
Sales Manager Continental CST China
will showcase its
economical robust
solid tire SC18 for the premium segment. The high quality solution
offers high mileage, strong sidewalls for high resistance to damage
and also an excellent rim fit.
www.continental-specialty-tires.com
Hall W1, Booth C1-1

The new dimension in quality:
high-bay warehouse systems
by voestalpine Krems Finaltechnik

voestalpine Krems Finaltechnik GmbH
T. +43/50304/14-265
Email: storage.vakf@voestalpine.com
www.voestalpine.com/finaltechnik

Voestalpine-mandarin.indd 1
I. D. Systems fleet management at CeMAT
THE
Asia 2014 for the first time

For the first time, I. D. Systems is showcasing its product solutions
for optimized industrial truck fleet management at CeMAT Asia.
The electronic and transponder-based did Box, Power Box and
Power Fleet product brands are at the core of the company’s trade
fair presentation.
Said system solutions
offer many benefits in
the application of
day-to-day fleet
management, such as
increased operational
safety, reduction in
physical damage, lower
repair costs and
optimized fleet productivity as well as improved maintenance
and service efficiency.
The intelligent industrial truck management systems product
range includes a simple access permission product for driver and
physical damage identification and radio-based transponder
systems with integrated battery management. The management
software included in delivery allows to analyze costs and safety
risks and enables users to quickly and easily create detailed
assessments at the PC.

NEW SHUTTLE
FOR AS/RS!

26.08.2014 14:34:04
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■ 超强的速度和加速度提高仓库吞吐量
■ 超级电容充电时间短，使用寿命长
■ 蓝牙式通讯系统
■ 可与米亚斯堆垛机完美结合使用

www.mias-group.com

www.id-systems.com
Hall W2, Booth J1-4
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CeMAT Asia News
TS 6240 inclined conveyor belt system
girdle variant: compact design, versatile use
The TS 6240 inclined conveyor belt system girdle variant by
Transnorm System GmbH is tailored to performance-based
requirements within intralogistics. On the basis of a simple and
compact design as well as its high-performance characteristics the
TS 6240 is also suitable for applications in confined spaces.
The technical features of the inclined conveyor belt system include
transport speeds of up to 3 m/s, a weight capacity of 35 kg and
nominal widths of between 400 and 700 mm as well as a connection angle of 30 or 45° to linked conveyor belt systems. The girdle
width of 50 mm enables small distances to the bordering conveyor
technology. The seamless arrangement of belts and the consistent
avoidance of areas where objects may get trapped safeguard the
systems are operated smoothly.
Due to a low-loss drive system the TS 6240 allows to input and
output relatively small to medium-sized containers or cardboard
boxes to be processed effectively and at high speeds.
The system’s high level of availability and reduced maintenance
costs are ensured by the principle of low-wear drive and conveyor
belt guides, the capabilities to
adjust individual conveyor
belt sections, quick and
simple belt replacements
from the side and, last but not
least, its robust design.
www.transnorm.com
Hall W2/German Pavilion

Leading manufacturers from around the
world present AGV innovations in
Shanghai
Sales figures for manufacturers of Automated Guided Vehicle
Systems (AGV), (W2, AGV Pavilion) have been growing for years.
As a result of this trend, manufacturers and system integrators of
these automatic transport
technologies are now
serving global application
markets. The Chinese
market is especially
important for international AGV vendors. This has
led to the goal of making a
platform available for
presentations of these
manufacturers in the
International AGV Pavilion at CeMAT Asia 2014.
The Pavilion offers much more than a traditional trade fair event.
For example, the exhibitors are offering technical presentations
about the specific services they offer and application experience.
The speakers are available for further questions and discussions
after the presentations.
The International AGV Pavilion originated at CeMAT Asia 2008.
Since then it has been organized, supported and continuously
developed by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Li Li, PhD, Ostwestfalen-Lippe
University of Applied Sciences and Prof. Dr.-Ing. Lothar Schulze,
Leibniz University of Hanover. The Pavilion will cover an exhibition
surface of more than 250 m² for the first time in 2014. z

“Markets demand flexible s olutions”
Efficient material handling in warehouses, distribution centers or
However, the company not only envisages flexible, internal shuttle
buffer systems closely linked to production are becoming more and components. Autonomously operating shuttles are suitable for a
more of a competitive edge, hence triggering a continuously
host of applications and open up new opportunities in warehousgrowing demand for innovative and customized intralogistics
ing logistics. In this context, Mias is also working on promising
solutions. In this process, shuttles can fully demonstrate their
concepts.
dynamic characteristics in not overly complex buffer zone areas.
Wang: “at present, many Chinese logistics centers are operated
This spring, Mias launched their in-house development on the
according to the small range, ample stock principle. This results in
European market, a pallet shuttle. Recent market reactions have
the centers requiring compressed storage and the maximum
convinced the manufacturer to now also launch the highly
available warehousing space. Our recently launched load handling
dynamic vehicle on the Chinese market. The vehicle is based on a
device model is the matching solution for this purpose.”
modular concept and consequently enables
to cater to a host of different applications. As
www.mias-group.com
a result, potential operators can choose
Hall W2, Booth D1-1
between a complete solution and individually customized sensors, electronics and
control components (hardware and
software) as well as power supplies. The
large number of requests for individual
solutions confirms Mias’ modular system
development strategy. “Markets demand
Wang: “we are working on additional,
flexible solutions”, David Wang (Image),
very promising shuttle systems concepts”
General Manager at Mias Group, explains.
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Jungheinrich is presenting vehicles for the Asian market
Industrial truck manufacturer Jungheinrich is presenting trucks for
applications in the Chinese growth market for industry professionals at CeMAT Asia in building W1, booth A1. These trucks from the
plant in Qingpu include among others the electric pedestrian pallet
truck type EJR 120n. It is a special version of its European “brother”
EJE 120, adapted for the needs of the Asian market. The main
difference is a folding platform for a passenger and a tiller arrangement optimized for ride-on mode.
Other exhibits at the 315-square-meter Jungheinrich booth include
the ETR reach truck (Image) presented this year at CeMAT in
Hanover, Germany, specially designed by Jungheinrich for
customer needs in markets outside of Europe.
These trucks are manufactured at the Jungheinrich Design Center
in Houston, and have also been available since the middle of this
year in various configurations in APAC countries including China.
The reach fork lift truck has a powerful 36-volt three-phase motor

for high acceleration capacity and speeds up to 13 km/h. Together
with the lift speed of 0.8 m/s, the truck achieves outstanding
productivity. Add to that the high energy efficiency of the machine.
These strengths of the ETR can be used to great advantage,
especially with intensive or especially long operating times. The
trucks are available for single and double
depth stacking.
The reach truck is able to lift and transport
loads of up to 2,000 kg. The maximum lift
height is 11,430 mm. Another important
feature of this generation of reach fork lift
trucks is the high residual capacity. It is still
about 1,000 kg even at lift heights over 10 m.
www.jungheinrich.com
Hall W1, Booth A1

Solutions for highest
requirements
In the material
handling sector,
customers place
ever higher
requirements on
machine manufacturers. For
example, it must
be possible to
cover transport
routes at ever greater speeds. To
make this possible, Igus has
developed the guidelok slimline F. This system prevents the
vertical running energy chain
from swinging sideways and
ensures it remains securely in the
guide trough at high acceleration
speeds.
An alternative to the classic
e-spool is also available. A
standard e-chain is wound and
unwound from a spool and an
twisterband enables the rotary
movements of the system. As no
slewing ring is required, cables
for various media with a
maximum diameter of 16 mm
can be compactly wound up in
the chain. The windable energy
chain system is now available in
two versions, with a motor flange
and even more power for greater
filling loads and as a heavy duty
(HD) version. All three e-spool
types are available from the
standard range in different
extension lengths (four, seven or
14 m), each with one or two
twisterbands.
www.igus.de
Hall W2, Booth E2-2

hamotic driving
CeMAT ASIA
Shanghai
27.–30.10.2014,
Hall W2, Stand B1– 4

Looking for a driving force?
Then you are in good hands with us. After all, we
specialize in electronic drives, including single and three
phase AC motors, that are made to measure – just
for you – under the brand name hamotic. Regardless
of whether you need a solution of asynchronous or
synchronous design, with or without housing, or for a
general or specific machine construction: Our innovative
hamotic motors are impressive thanks to their quality,
energy efficiency and sustainability – thus helping you to
extend your competitive advantage.
moving ideas – typical Hanning.

Hanning eLekTro-Werke gmbH & co. kg
Holter Straße 90, d-33813 oerlinghausen, germany, Tel +49 (5202) 707-0,
www.hanning-hew.com
HEW_Hamotic_130x185RZ-e.indd
1
Hanning-Englisch.indd
1

10.09.14
14:52
17.09.2014
09:59:51
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E- Business

Intelligrated present seven order
fulfillment strategies to fast track
your e-commerce business growth
Chris Arnold

Most e-commerce businesses start small, fulfilling daily orders using
manual processes and handling growth by simply adding more staff, more
shifts and more storage. This approach can work to a limited extent, but
with increased success comes increased order volume, lines per order,
complexity and the inevitable need to upgrade to a fulfillment facility
with some level of automation.

Chris Arnold, vice president, operations &
solutions development, Intelligrated, USA
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B

y the time a growing e-commerce business is handling 3,000+ orders per day
with 500+ SKUs (or less with bulky items
that take a lot of warehouse space), a manual fulfillment operation can quickly reach a
productivity plateau followed by diminishing returns due to higher labor costs, order/
inventory errors and the inability to get orders out the door on time, particularly during peak seasons. As a result, the handling
cost per piece rises and erodes the operational efficiencies and cost savings expected
with higher order volumes. In this white paper, we’ll share seven proven order fulfillment growth strategies plus some tips that
can help you get your orders out the door
more efficiently, accurately and cost-effectively as your business grows and seasonal
demand occurs.

Reach international markets.

New business is
just one click away.
www.vfmz.com/fhi-magazin

E- Business

Strategy 1
Find a way to analyze your
business data In order to build
order profiles

spond to velocity and profile changes. This
allows operations to optimize order batching and dynamic slotting to handle specials
and flash sales as well as to keep pace with
rapid changes in buying trends.

Growing e-commerce companies all use
some form of management software for
their fulfillment operations, even if they still
work with paper printouts and enter orders
manually. Collecting and analyzing order
data from these software systems is an important step in preparing for seasonal and
peak demand patterns. Historical data can
show order profiles, reveal customer preferences, identify the most profitable SKUs
and organize categories of fast and slow
movers. It sounds easy, but extracting this
information can be challenging, even for
large companies with Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solutions and Warehouse
Management Systems (WMS). Order profiling and warehouse planning can be fasttracked with the addition of a real time order fulfillment software solution. Look to an
experienced material handling software solutions provider who offers order data analysis as well as warehouse operational assessments and system designs.

Strategy 3
Cross train employees for periods
when throughput is all that
matters

Strategy 2
Choose the right order fulfillment solution to manage
demand cycles
When high-growth operations reach the tipping point of 3,000+ orders per day with
500+ SKUs in inventory, it is time to investigate order fulfillment automation solutions
before declining throughput and accuracy
impact the bottom line. The basic building
block of early stage automation is an easyto-deploy order fulfillment software that
drives a range of pick directive solutions.
The software will communicate with other
management systems and direct picking solutions, including paper-based, pick-tolight, pick-to-cart, or voice-directed pick
equipment, to increase the efficiency of existing order fillers. An advanced software
design provides for quick integration (with
minimal training effort) of temporary workers to handle peak and seasonal order demand. In addition to streamlining the training of seasonal workers, other advantages of
order fulfillment software include: real-time
notifications and adjustments to process
anomalies, shorter walk times, improved order accuracy, simplified training, support of
multiple languages, real-time performance
and work load reporting, as well as data profiling for daily fine tuning of system performance and future planning. Consider a solution that supports automated and dynamic workflow adjustments and can quickly re-
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Anticipating and managing SKU demand
fluctuation is one of the main challenges of
a fast-growing e-commerce operation. Fast
movers and slow movers can change from
day to day and month to month throughout
the year, impacting order filler efficiency,
pick density, walk times and replenishment
cycles. While adherence to a well-defined
and efficient production plan is important,
there will be times when businesses have to
trade efficiency and productivity of individual employees with full system capacity utilization. Cross training all able staff (including back office employees) to fill orders can
help meet throughput demand and reduce
the cost and impact of adding seasonal contract labor. While cross-trained staff might
be less efficient than experienced order fillers, they can help increase overall throughput. As an added positive effect, cross-training also helps to remove silos within an organization as employees are exposed to and
learn to appreciate different facets of the
business. Pick planning and order batching
allows operators to add order fillers without
creating downstream bottlenecks. “Mirroring” – duplicate slotting of high-demand
SKUs in a forward pick area – becomes extremely important to spread out process
volumes and reduce congestion and unproductive competition for product and resources. Order fulfillment software can distribute the pick volume across the “mirrors”
so that labor and assets become more productive and better utilized.

Strategy 4
Push the delivery window
Accommodating last minute orders is a crucial competitive factor in e-commerce.
There are several strategies successful DC
managers can use to extend the daily order
cut-off time. A first step is to frontload the
morning with replenishments and to prestage fast movers in order to free resources
for afternoon or evening picking.

Strategy 5
Manage order accuracy
Successful and fast growing e-commerce
operations with automated order fulfillment systems have a competitive advantage

over manual fulfillment competitors because they offer near 100 % order accuracy.
To determine the impact of inaccuracy in a
manual fulfillment operation it is necessary
to calculate the ratio of error-free orders
over the total orders shipped, including the
number of shorts and returns. This creates a
baseline and key performance metrics for
productivity goal setting.

Strategy 6
Reduce the impact of returns
Product returns are an integral part of any
e-commerce business. A portion is due to
inaccurate fulfillment, but there is also a
costly trend towards “private dressing
room” orders of multiple colors and sizes of
which most will be returned. Costs of returns, including shipping, lost revenue, cost
of reverse logistics and customer dissatisfaction, should be calculated and built into
product pricing to minimize the impact on
the bottom line. In many cases it can be
more cost-effective to discard certain SKUs
than to incur restocking costs. Returns handling can be sped up by staging a quality inspection at the receiving dock to make restocking decisions and to return products
back to inventory as quickly as possible. The
ultimate challenge is to use fulfillment data
to define a returns policy and a pricing
strategy that strikes a rewarding balance between customer satisfaction and full costs
of returns.

Strategy 7
Ready to grow? Ask an expert
Fast growth and long-term success in
e-commerce requires more than just a good
website and marketing strategy. Successful
Internet retailers realize sooner than later
they are in the order fulfillment business,
and they utilize many of the strategies outlined above. Not sure if you are ready for automation? If you start too early you might
have unused capacity. If you act too late, the
impact of lost sales and lost customers
might prove difficult to overcome. The good
news is there are specialized advisers who
can evaluate your growth trajectory to determine the best time to automate and recommend a modular, just-in-time approach
to successful technology adoption.
Photo: Fotolia

www.intelligrated.com

DOWNLOAD
STRATEGY TIPS

Visit us!
inter airport china 2014, Beijing, China
October 15 – 17, 2014
German Pavillon

SOME THINK
DELIVERY
ERRORS ARE
INEVITABLE.
WE THINK
DIFFERENT.
Running an efficient distribution centre makes a big difference to proﬁtability
and customer satisfaction. That’s why many leading brands put sortation systems
from BEUMER and Crisplant at the heart of their supply chain. Through operational
insight and analysis, BEUMER Group is able to deliver complete automated material
handling systems that ﬁt seamlessly into your process. Offering exceptional speed,
capacity and accuracy, our technology makes a difference to your customers, your
brand and your bottom line.
For more information, visit www.beumergroup.com

I n d ustria l Trucks

Far sighted investment in
Jungheinrich trucks
Jungheinrich trucks have become a
familiar sight at the new Zhongwei
Packing central warehouse. The
company’s decision to invest in
equipment of the Hamburg-based
intralogistics specialist was driven
by a key client’s recommendation
and its own ability to think big.

S

trategic vision was always a strength of
Shanghai-based Zhongwei Packing. For
many years this Chinese logistics specialist
has operated VW Shanghai’s central warehouse for spare and subcontracted parts,
having transferred operations just last year
to a new, expanded venue in the west of the
Chinese metropolis. The new logistics
centre was necessary not just because of
China’s economic growth, but also and especially because of the immensely expanded range of VW products. “Buying this
property at the right time was the right strategic decision”, explains Haifeng Wang
(Image 01, left), head manager at the
Zhongwei Packing Central Warehouse.
Occupying a total of 40,000 m2 of floor
space, the new central warehouse was commissioned in March 2013. Around 160

warehouse employees there guarantee the
punctual and accurate delivery of goods to
their more than 200 customers in eastern
China and Shanghai. Brought in daily on
40-tonne trucks, the large variety of incoming goods are unloaded, checked and stored
at the warehouse. Delivery to the client
takes place directly after an order is received, with the goods being transported on
small-sized trucks. “We store the parts here
for a maximum of one month,” says Wang.
A special feature of the Zhongwei Packing
warehouse, which is divided into several
different sections, is its pallet-free storage
principle. Whether they are stored in the
two high-rack warehouses or the normal
warehouse, all goods reside in special lattice boxes, each one measuring around two
Euro pallets in size (Image 02). Zhongwei
Packing Shanghai stores more than 10,000
lattice boxes at the facility, filled with nearly
every conceivable VW subcontracted part.
Wang puts it: “We store everything here except tyres”. An exception with regard to the
lattice boxes involves large car body parts,
which are stored in their own specially
designed area.

side of a VW Polo on its forks, before taking
a sharp turn and storing the large body part
safely and gently into the rack (Image 03).
“These are punishing operations – not just
here, in this section, but throughout the
warehouse. At the same time they involve
handling expensive, high-grade parts,”
Wang explains. “That is why we require
easy-to-operate, yet at the same time robust
and highly reliable forklifts.”
This, he remarks, is why his company decided in favour of Jungheinrich last year.
The recommendation came originally from
VW, but the farsightedness in making the
long-term investment came from Zhongwei
Packing. They didn’t know Jungheinrich before that, but after some intensive consultation and visits to reference clients they were
able to make a highly conscious decision.
After more than two years of experience in
the field, they’re roundly satisfied. Not just
with the trucks, but also with the entire
cooperation to Jungheinrich and the fast
reaction time of the Jungheinrich after-
sales crew.

Robust, reliable stackers

Some 40 Jungheinrich trucks currently
guarantee smooth logistics at the central
warehouse, including four EKS 210 order
pickers in a section of the high-rack warehouse. Jungheinrich especially developed

Haifeng Wang takes us to this special area of
the warehouse and shows us a stacker
which has loaded virtually the entire left

Tailored to the requirements

In d u s t r ial Tr u ck s

About Jungheinrich
Jungheinrich is one of the world’s leading
companies in the industrial truck, warehousing and material flow engineering sectors. As
a manufacturing service and solution provider
in the field of intralogistics, the company,
based in Hamburg, Germany, supports its
customers with a comprehensive product
range that includes forklift trucks, shelving
systems, services and consulting. The Jungheinrich share is traded on all German stock
exchanges.

01

02

Haifeng Wang (left), head manager at
Zhongwei Packing, and Xiong Wei (right),
Technical Supervisor at Jungheinrich China,
are satisfied with the cooperation

Whether they are stored in the two
high-rack warehouses or the normal
warehouse, all goods reside in special
lattice boxes

these trucks to handle the growing diversity
of items at major warehouses around the
world – including Zhongwei Packing – at the
same time as batch sizes per order continue
to diminish. In practice this means that the
required goods for an order need to be
picked and delivered faster than ever. This
means tougher requirements in terms of
flexibility, order picking quantity and time.
According to Xiong Wei (Image 01, right),
Technical Supervisor at Jungheinrich
China, the EKS is tailored to the needs of
Zhongwei Packing – a sentiment vigorously
seconded by Haifeng Wang, who adds: “We
were especially convinced by the numerous
safety functions these trucks have to offer.”
There are many other types of forklifts in
operation at the Zhongwei Packing central
warehouse – from electric low-platform
forklifts to reach trucks and electric counterbalanced forklifts. One thing these modern, energy-efficient industrial trucks have
in common is that they are all produced at
the local Jungheinrich plant to European
standard. Wang remarks that “the quality of
these trucks is just as good as the ones we
order directly from Germany. We cannot
see any difference between them.”
In August 2013 Jungheinrich commissioned a new plant in Qingpu, in greater
Shanghai. This plant develops and produces
pedestrian-controlled industrial trucks as
well as electric counterbalanced stackers
and reach trucks for the entire Asia-Pacific
region. Just a few of the trucks from Qingpu
which are in use at Zhongwei Packing include over two dozen electric counterbal-

anced trucks with lifting capacities between
1.6 and 2 tonnes. As is the case for all other
trucks, these are equipped with the latest
generation of Jungheinrich three-phase A. C.
technology. The electric stackers are not only
extremely agile, but also consume little
energy, thanks to the three-phase A. C. technology and the high degree of efficiency.
The Jungheinrich trucks also feature regenerative braking, which feeds the energy
from braking back into the battery
(Image 04). The three-phase A. C. technology from Jungheinrich makes it unnecessary to change the battery, despite the punishing operations. “A single overnight
charging session is more than sufficient,”
says the warehouse manager.
He then points to the empty field behind
the charging station, explaining that his
company had already purchased the land to
enable future expansion. As soon as it
becomes necessary, Shanghai Zhongwei
Packing will erect an additional warehouse
on this plot of land. The size of the entire
warehouse complex will then grow to some
70,000 m2 of floor space – a further far
sighted investment.

03

The stacker, which has loaded virtually
the entire left side of a VW Polo, store the
large body part safely and gently into the rack

Photos: Jungheinrich

www.jungheinrich.com

04

The Jungheinrich trucks also feature
regenerative braking, which feeds the energy
from braking back into the battery
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Mat eria l flo w

Rofa provides Mercedes-Benz with
a solution for diverse application
profiles
As the prime contractor, Rofa North America equipped the final assembly
at the Mercedes-Benz Tuscaloosa (AL) plant with different conveyor
technology systems. The conveyor technology manufacturer was responsible for planning, designing, producing, assembling and commissioning
the systems. The goods transported along the conveyor technology range
from painted vehicle shells and engines for series assembly to fully
assembled vehicle shells in finish.
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A

system of roller conveyors transfers
painted vehicle shells on skids from
neighboring systems to the Trim 0 system
and hands them over at the other end using
a further conveyor technology interface.
The system is set up on multiple levels and
features a transport conveyor, individual
workstations, the main Trim 0 assembly
line and a large buffer area for empty skids.
The power unit assembly is executed in
the form of a single-line electrified monorail system (EMS) with lifting carriers and a
range of special, technical features. This system applies complex control technology
and is suitable for various engines and
transmissions including transfers to and
from neighboring systems.
In the finish area, the delivery scope is
rounded off by two slat conveyors to transport vehicle shells in the “Shower + Shipping” areas.

M a t er i al flow

The systems and their individual structures
Trim 0

Engine EMS

Shower + Shipping

87 roller conveyors in different variants

280 m EMS KB240 rail

2 slat conveyors in zinc plated
or stainless steel design

8 transverse chain conveyors in different
variants

40 heavy-duty lifting carriers with chains

39 eccentric lifting tables

3 relocation points

2 skid lifters (length: 8 and 5 m) for
different applications

1 lowering rail

1 skid stacker to stack six skids

1 maintenance station with diagnosis

1 workstation with safety equipment

2 slat conveyors for engines and transmissions

2 lateral skid skid discharge stations

2 crane systems with grippers to manually load
supply conveyors

Source: Rofa

Special designs for interfaces and handling
equipment
Accessories and safety equipment, such as
protective fence, steps, accessible covers,
safety doors, light arrays.

Systems engineering features
of sub-projects
Trim 0 consists of two sub-systems linked
by the conveyor flow which are themselves
divided into two PLC control circuits. In this
process, Trim 0 is the interface for skids
with vehicle shells coming from the paint
shop to take them through the workstation
line to the transfer station at Trim 1. The
available lifters used to bridge heights have
been fully overhauled and converted to Integra standard.
The second section of Trim 0 is the transport conveyor for vehicle shell transfers to
Trim 1 and also a buffer area for empty skids
with an upstream skid stacker for six skids
(Image 01).
As was the case with lifters, the system
operator insisted on reusing individual
components of the available, disassembled
conveyor technology. For this reason, the
conveyor technology manufacturer was
forced to adapt the design of DIN components to US standards.
Tried and tested technology was used for
roller conveyors. All roller conveyors are assembled one after the other without leaving
gaps to create continuous conveyor flows

About Rofa

01 Skid stacker for six skids
(Image 02). Kits were used to optimize the
system and consequently minimize the
number of adapters.
An important part in implementing the
engine line was to match up the required

For many decades, Rofa Industrial
Automation Group has been among
the leading suppliers of automation
technology, conveyor technology,
intralogistics and special-purpose
engineering. The company implements industrial automation projects
for customers around the globe from
all sectors. However, traditionally Rofa
is a renowned partner of the automotive industry. The corporate group
bundles the innovative force and
specialist expertise of specialized
companies. A targeted, international
set up allows the group of companies
to fall back on a worldwide network
with employees at thirteen locations.

demands to technology and safety. How
ever, it was most of all the necessary flexibility that lead to the decision to opt for a scissor-lifting carrier with high lifting heights
and horizontal rails. In this process, the me-
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Production line with workstations and
roller conveyors

Lifter with specially stabilized scissortype lift to give ideal lateral support

chanical design is supported mainly by a
more stable rail profile (KB240) and redundant lifter technology with stabilized scissors (Image 03).
The Rofa rail bus system safeguards high
system performance and flexibility for EMSvehicles. The details implemented in the

midity. For this reason, the functional steel
structure including the structures for drive
and tensioning stations have been fully zinc
plated and equipped with a stainless steel
chain.
Detailed collaboration with the building
department was necessary to plan and im-

Reusing existing components was a great
challenge for our designers
EMS section benefit the originally designed
scopes. Consequently, elements, such as
complex steel structures, most of all required to connect sections along the conveyor system on gradients, feature a simplified design. A previously planned, disengaged lifter to transfer engines to the chassis
line as well as various accessories, such as
chain conveyor systems or gradient vehicles
have also been rendered obsolete. Furthermore, the system operator benefits from
more transparent operation and simplified
maintenance. Retrospective changes to the
layout are also easy to implement.
The load handling unit itself consists of a
chain lifting carrier with several engaging
points for units designated for assembly
(Image 04). The design is based on the requirements to transport engines with fitted
transmission, taking into account automatic height adjustments and a chassis that can
be rotated by 360°.
The “Shower + Shipping” conveyor technology was also subject to special demands.
In addition to demands, such as the development of special wheel mounts and a precise
alignment of conveyor belts (avoiding gaps,
risks of crushing or shearing), all components had to be resistant to water and hu-

plement concrete and pit work as the conveyors had to be anchored flush with the
ground.
Photos: Rofa

www.rofa-group.com
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Scissor-type lifting carrier to transport
engines

M a t er i al flow

Automated guided systems facilitate
passenger car assembly
Solving is a world leader in
manufacturing systems for
internal, heavy-duty transport
solutions. In this process, the
company portfolio includes devices
for manual handling, customized
solutions in special-purpose vehicle
engineering as well as automated
guided systems for permanent
operation, also within the
automotive industry. To this end,
the Valmet-Automotive production
company also relies on driverless
industrial trucks made by Solving.

V

almet-Automotive, based in Nystad,
Finland, has been a production partner
of the automotive industry since the 1970s.
At present, the company has been contracted by Daimler AG to produce the Mercedes-Benz A-Class and in this process, the

company is responsible for elements including engine and axle assembly. For this
purpose, Valmet-Automotive introduced a
revised and enhanced, driverless Solving
transport system in summer 2013 as part of
production optimization processes.
The revised features include the modernization of the vehicles‘ inductive line
guidance. It is now based on up-to-date
CAN bus technology and the new Windows
operating system version.
A combination of microcomputer, realtime radio communication and an alphanumerical operating panel safeguard a
smooth installation. All motors are controlled via the CAN bus. In this process, the
PC-based control system is very flexible. Future changes to the production process and
changes to vehicle parameters are no longer
an issue thanks to the software. The graphical operating panel also facilitates system
maintenance and monitoring.

Safety and efficiency
Equipping vehicles with configurable laser
scanners and photocells safeguards a high
degree of occupational safety; safety-related
measures meet EU standards.

The motor output and the capacity of industrial trucks have been increased to be able
to cope with future orders. Maintenancefree batteries that are automatically charged
during the assembly process and at night
provide the power for the vehicles.
The assembly unit on the vehicle for engines, gearboxes and axes can be lifted to an
ergonomic working height at the front and
back. At the last assembly station the chassis is moved into the body using the hoisting
unit.
Photo: Solving

www.solving-gmbh.de

About Solving
Solving is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of internal transport
systems for heavy loads. The company’s product range includes simple
devices for manual handling, customized solutions in special-purpose
vehicle engineering and auotmated
guided systems. Operator-specific
solutions allow to effortlessly move
weights of up to 1,000 tons.
Over the course of the company’s
history, which was established in
1977, it has supplied several hundred
system solutions for various types of
loads around the globe. Many of these
are based on the Solving air cushion
element that has boosted customers’
competitiveness with a combination
of many years of experience and
expertise.
Operators work in the electrical
engineering, steel, paper and graphics
industry as well as in the aerospace
and automotive sectors and various
sports as well as cultural venues and
institutions.
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Wareho using

High-tech distribution center for
dairy products by SSI Schaefer
For the “Mega Factory“ of Vinamilk
Ben Cat district facility, the leading
dairy company in Vietnam,
SSI Schaefer has implemented one
of the most modern distribution
centers in the country. A high-bay
warehouse and conveying system
with tailored system components,
efficient material flows with the
first electric rail-guided vehicle
system in Southeast Asia as well as
the intelligent logistics software
offer continuous automated
processes with high capacity
throughput.

U

ntil now, such a distribution center did
not exist in Vietnam. High-ranking government representatives attended the official opening of the new distribution center
in July 2013 signifying the importance of the
project in the South-Vietnamese province
of Binh Duong. On an area of more than
20 ha, the Viet Nam Dairy Products Joint
Stock Company (Vinamilk) built its first
“Mega Factory” in the My Phuoc Industrial
Park. 400 million liters of milk are processed
at the production site every year. In April
2014, they have furthermore started producing baby food. The production volume
shall be increased to 800 million liters until
2015. “With this factory, one of the most
modern dairy distribution centers in the
world is here,” proudly emphasizes Vietnams Vice Premier Hoang Trung Hai during
the opening ceremony.
In fact, the production volume of the
“Mega Factory” can cover a large portion of
the liquid milk demand for the entire Vietnamese market. The factory is fully automated from goods receiving of the milk and
base materials up to end-product storage.
“Controlled by a central IT system, this ensures the best quality of products and the
highest efficiency in manufacturing and
storage,” states Mai Kieu Lien, the company
chairwoman of Vinamilk.
The award for design, planning and implementation of this finished goods storage and
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distribution center was given to SSI Schaefer,
Giebelstadt/Germany, after an international
tender. As general contractor, the intra-logistics specialists created a turn-key facility with
a high-bay warehouse, front-zone, picking
and shipping area – including floor slab, roof,
wall, HVACR and sprinkler system in a timely
manner. “SSI Schaefer provided a comprehensive solution tailored to the local requirements, offered all services from one source
starting with the construction of the building
to the equipment and finally to the warehouse management system and gave us the
confidence to finish such a challenging project on time“, justifies Trinh Quoc Dung, factory manager at Vinamilk the award of the
contract.
The new distribution center is located directly next to the production buildings. The
milk products filled in Tetrapaks, boxed and
palletized, reach the “Smart Warehouse” via
two transfer stations. The logistics software
„Wamas“ of SSI Schaefer does not only carry out the warehouse management system,
but also ensures efficient material flow control and picking processes. An integrated
visualization furthermore offers high transparency regarding plant capacity and processing states. “The warehouse management system is one of the specialties of the
plant,” comments Dung. “It directly communicates with our ERP system as well as
the production management system Tetraplant-Master. Production reports are quickly accessible, offering us high transparency
and flexibility in the warehouse and allowing us optimal tracking of our products.”

Centerpiece of the automated
material flow
SSI Schaefer has installed a fully-automatic
dynamic rail-guided vehicle system loop to
service both transfer stations from production (Image 01). The rail-based transport
system is the centerpiece of the automated
material flows in the distribution center of
Vinamilk. With its 15 vehicles, it provides all
demand positions in the distribution center
with the pallets from production. “This is
the first time that we have used an electric
rail-guided vehicle system for intralogistic
material flows in Southeast Asia,” explains
Carsten Spiegelberg, General Manager
Systems and Automation, Schaefer Systems
International Pte. Ltd., Singapore. “It enables efficient material flows at minimum
space requirements.” Furthermore the rail

route can be flexibly extended for new production lines and for additional storage
aisles to cater for further expansion needs.
An additional transfer station from the production and the respective extensions and
connections of the vehicle system are
already considered in the plant layout.
With its narrow curve radius and spacesaving footprint, the nearly 370 m long railway of the rail-guided vehicle system creates a “T” form in the plant layout with the
top portion of the “T” as the interface between production and the warehouse. The
transfer systems from the production are lo-

W a r e h ou si n g

cated at this top portion. With their double
load handling devices, the vehicles accept
the pallets and move them at a speed of
90 m/min counter-clockwise – along the
around 130 m long lateral side of the new
warehouse – to the nearly 35 m wide front
side of the high-bay warehouse. On their
circuit, they first serve the transfer spurs for
the storage and retrieval machines of the 8
aisle high-bay warehouse.

Statics calculated under
seismic requirements

warehouse for single-deep storage. They are
designed for industry pallets mostly used in
Asia (1,000 × 1,200 mm) with a weight of up
to 1,100 kg. Up to 50 different items in 3 different product groups are on stock. The
storage and retrieval is done by eight storage and retrieval machines, type Exyz
(Image 02), a modern and effective machine generation.
With its innovative design features and
the compact, modular design, Exyz offers
advantages in efficiency, high flexibility,
and more storage capacity. Even in their

standard version, the machines are
equipped with efficient power recovery systems. An additional advantage is that all
functional units are pre-mounted in basic
modules and in a way that they can be loaded comfortably in a standard shipping container. “With this design principle it was
possible to ship the storage and retrieval
machines comfortably to Vietnam,” says
David Goss, project manager at
SSI Schaefer. “The basic modules also allowed an entirely new way of assembly on
site. Because of the pre-assembled and test-

The new finished goods product storage has
a height of nearly 32 m. Special feature:
SSI Schaefer calculated the statics for the
entire superstructure and steel structure
with consideration of seismic requirements
– from the bracing towers to the beams and
bracings, frames, and storage and retrieval
machines. Nearly 28,000 storage positions
are available in the 8 aisles of the high-bay

01 The rail-guided vehicle system is the

centerpiece of the automated material
flows and provides all demand positions
in the distribution center with the pallets
from production
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02

The storage and retrieval of the pallets is
done by eight energy efficient storage and
retrieval machines, type Exyz

ed components at our factory, delivery and
installation time was considerably more
efficient.” This was another reason why
SSI Schaefer was able to hand over the entire project in Vietnam ready-for-use including construction within only 18 months
after receiving the order.
Within 60 minutes, the storage and retrieval machines move 92 pallets from production into the high-bay warehouse and
store them. The rail-guided vehicle system
can in parallel transport up to 184 retrieval
pallets per hour from the high-bay warehouse into the shipping area – of those, 147
are full pallets and 37 buffered pick pallets
or mixed product pallets. The loop of the
rail-guided vehicle system transports the
retrieval pallets to a double transfer position which is located directly opposite the
front side of the high-bay warehouse. From
this point, the pallets are forwarded to a
conveying system which serves two shuttle
cars and one vertical conveyor. Each shuttle
car serves eight shipping lanes with a buffer
of up to 16 pallets per shipping lane and
each lane consisting of gravity fed conveyors. Each lane services a batch which is
loaded on the dispatch truck.

Optimized compilation of
order pallets
The vertical conveyor moves the pallets into
the second floor above the shipping conveyors. There, the picking locations for the
case picking are installed on an area of
nearly 1,200 m2. The lift transfers the pallets
to a conveying system which serves two
shuttle cars. They transfer the pallets to the
rear of a double-deep picking lane made of
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gravity roller conveyors. A total of 53 picking
lanes are available. The picking is done
using twelve electric pallet movers which
serve as mobile picking cars. The employees
get picking instructions via WLAN on the
integrated pick-terminals (Image 03) of the
picking cars. The cases are then picked from
the front pallet on pick buffer lanes directly
onto the shipping pallets. The logistics software „Wamas“ not only cares for route-optimized picking, but also considers restrictions for a stable and volume-optimized
compilation of the order pallets.
After the case picking is completed, the
order pallets are wrapped and labeled. Afterwards they are put on a conveying system that moves them back to the lift. Via the
lift, the pallets are returned to the conveying
system on the bottom level. According to
the specifications of „Wamas“, the prepicked order pallets are forwarded to the
transfer positions at the rail-guided vehicle
system. Once on the rail-guided vehicle
loop, the picked pallets can be sent to the
warehouse storage where they are buffered
for order consolidation or they can be sent
back to the pallet conveyor dispatch lane
area. „Wamas“ calculates and controls the
sequenced supply according to the order.
“With the electric rail-guided vehicle system we can use the same system component for all storages and retrievals,” summarizes Dung. “No cross traffic, but efficient
processes.” This is illustrated by the

throughput data. Regardless of the complex
material flows, 188 pallets per hour can be
facilitated in shipping, thereof 147 fullywrapped pallets and 41 pick pallets. The
current production volume of around 2,000
pallets per day is turned over in one shift.
“The process-optimizing control by the
warehouse management system furthermore reduces our throughput times and has
nearly reduced our error rate to zero”, explains Dung. “The entire solution excellently supports our growth strategy“.
Photos: SSI Schaefer

www.ssi-schaefer.com

03

The logistics software „Wamas“ not
only cares for route-optimized picking, but
also considers restrictions for a stable and
volume-optimized compilation of the
order pallets

About SSI Schaefer
The product range of SSI Schaefer/Fritz Schaefer GmbH, Neunkirchen/Germany – at
the same time international headquarters of the SSI Schaefer Group – includes the
core area of warehouse equipment as well as workshop, plant and office equipment,
plus a variety of waste collection and recycling containers. Typical products are
storage and transport containers, shelving, pallet racks, cantilever and mobile
racking systems, which form the basis of manually operated or fully automated
storage systems. Fritz Schaefer founded the company in 1937, and today
SSI Schaefer has offices around the world.
SSI Schaefer Noell GmbH, Giebelstadt/Germany , complements the service portfolio
as a specialist for comprehensive logistics systems. As a general contractor the
company has already implemented more than 300 logistics systems worldwide. The
range goes from system planning and consulting to the implementation of turn-key
systems and customized after-sales services. The portfolio is completed by innovative IT solutions complying with inhouse standards as well as SAP technology
standards.
SSI Schaefer Peem GmbH, Graz/Austria, specialises in modular order-picking
technology. The company designs, develops and produces highly-dynamic small
parts conveyor systems and automatic order-picking systems including customized
software.
As a general contractor, Salomon Automation GmbH, Friesach near Graz/Austria,
provides complete, customised solutions for manual and fully automated warehouse systems. The company supports its customers in every aspect, from the
solution-finding and software implementation process to the training of the
warehouse staff. With the logistics software “Wamas”, Salomon Automation
contributes to comprehensive visualisation and optimisation of the customers’
warehouse processes.

r ubr i z i er un gs ebebe 2 I r u b r iz ie r u n g se b e n e

‘Best in
Class Winner’
Jungheinrich EFG S40s: The most efficient electric fork lift truck with the
power of a diesel engine. With upto 28 per cent lower consumption than its
competitors even under the harshest conditions. The best in its class.
More highlights: www.jungheinrich.com
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Palletised goods packed efficiently
and safely with technology of Beumer
The topic of safety when transporting and storing palletised goods has
been becoming more important. For this reason, the company Beumer,
Beckum/Germany developed the packing machine “stretch hood A”,
that offers practical and safe handling for user.

D

uring the development, the specialists
of Beumer analysed various components of other machines in the same model
range and optimised them in terms of function, arrangement and ergonomics. This
includes an intuitive menu system on the
machine control via a soft-touch panel, an
optimised, ergonomically designed workplace for the operator and material-friendly
transporting of the film in the machine.
To facilitate work for maintenance staff,
and thus ensure higher machine availability, the new packing machine is accessable
without a platform and steps. Maintenance
work, such as changing the blades or the
sealing bars, now handled at floor level. The
operator opens a drawer for these activities,
providing free access to blades and sealing
bars. The machine is automatically brought
to a standstill to protect the operator. This
removes the need to move subassemblies to
maintenance position. Due to this rapid access capability, maintenance work is accelerated, and the risk of accidents and malfunctions minimised. With just a few
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a ctions, and completely without tools, the
operator can feed in the film.

Organize workflows efficiently
An innovative, material friendly film transport system feeds the previously created
film hood into the system. On its way to the
crimping and stretching unit, the sealing
seam on the film hood cools down so that
it can be crimped without loosing time.
This removes the need for an energy-intensive cooling unit and time-consuming
cooling. The pallets can be packed in a
shorter cycle time thus reducing idle times,
while at the same time ensuring improved
packaging performance and less energy
consumption.
The developers have also improved the
human-machine interface to offer an even
more ergonomic workflow to the user. For
this, the intralogistics specialist has introduced the Beumer Group Human Machine
Interface (HMI), a newly-developed operator panel with an optimised user interface

and graphical navigation. The soft-touch
panel uses pictograms to guide the user
through the machine control menus. The
panel also gives the operator access to all
required training programs.

About Beumer
Beumer Group is an international
manufacturing leader in intralogistics
in the fields of conveying, loading,
palletising, packaging, sortation and
distribution technology. Together with
Crisplant a/s and Enexco Teknologies
India Limited, the company employed
some 3,700 people in 2013, taking
orders with a value of some 770
million Euro. With its subsidiaries and
sales agencies, Beumer Group is
present in many industries worldwide.

Pack ag i n g

Ease of integration
– expand flexibly
With its U-shaped frame design (Image), the
packaging system can be easily connected to
existing conveying systems. Thus un
interrupted material flow can be guaranteed.
In addition the Beumer stretch hood can
be equipped with the Beumer “Opti
Stretch”-system. The crimping bow, made
of high-quality steel, swivels in even closer
to the package, thus substantially improving
the controlled application of film to the
package. This improves system availability
and enhances the visual appearance. The
palletized goods are clearly visible through
the smooth surface of the transparent, highly flexible film. Film packaging protects the
goods against atmospheric influences, water, dust and insects and transport safety is
substantially improved.
To be able to process various films, and
implement a variety of packaging processes, such as understretch or high-rack
stretch, the new system can be equipped
with the Beumer “multistretch”-system.
Photos: Beumer

www.beumergroup.com

Due to the U-shaped frame design, the packaging machine can be easily connected
to existing conveyors

Made in Germany

Hoists and components from STAHL CraneSystems are in
action wherever top quality customized crane systems are
required. This crane system functions reliably even in the
extreme weather conditions prevailing in the Philippines.
As a specialist for crane technology, including explosionprotected designs, we offer the largest product range
on the market. STAHL CraneSystems GmbH
74653 Künzelsau, Germany, Tel +49 7940 128-2388

C ran es a nd h o ists

Demag cranes for two paper-roll
shipping stores in Thailand
The Terex Material Handling joint
venture MHE-Demag has been
awarded a contract by Siam Kraft
Industry Co. Ltd. for the delivery of
five fully automated Demag
process cranes. The cranes will be
used in two paper-roll shipping
stores in the Ratchaburi province.

A

n automated paper-roll shipping store
that is equipped with three cranes accommodates the entire output of the newly
installed PM16 paper machine; a further
shipping store provides space for the production output of the PM1 and PM3 paper
machines. In both paper-roll shipping
stores, Demag process cranes equipped
with mechanical roll grippers provide for
fast and, above all, gentle storage of the paper rolls. The crane installations can lift up
to four rolls at the same time (see Image),
thus achieving handling rates of 120 rolls
per hour in the paper-roll shipping store for
the PM16 and 80 rolls in the paper-roll shipping store for the PM1 and PM3 paper machines. The scope of delivery also includes
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the installation of a Demag warehouse
management system at both locations to
manage the stores and control the crane
systems. Both stores are scheduled to be
commissioned at the beginning of 2015.
These installations are the result of Terex
Material Handling’s international project
engineering and manufacturing network.
Close co-operation between MHE-Demag
in Thailand, responsible for providing customers with support and advice, and the
engineering departments at Terex Material
Handling in Germany, result in paper-roll
shipping stores that are precisely tailored to
meet the customers’ specific needs. This
also applies to manufacturing: in addition
to the process crane components and the
mechanical paper-roll grippers, Terex
Material Handling also supplied the warehouse management system. The steel structure for the crane girders and crane rails is
manufactured locally by MHE-Demag. The
MHE-Demag service network assembles
and installs the crane systems and also
maintains the installation.
“The investment in two new paper-roll
shipping stores is a key element of our
growth strategy”, explains Chartchai Leukulwatanachai, Managing Director of Siam
Kraft Industry, “for these projects, we rely
on MHE-Demag, a company with regional

expertise and an international technology
network. We also opted for Demag process
crane engineering as a result of a large number of first-class references.”
Lutz Dowy, Vice President Global Product
Management & Process Cranes at Terex
Material Handling, adds “the equipment installed at the two paper-roll shipping stores
marks the first fully automated Demag
crane systems in Thailand. The installations
play a major role in boosting the storage capacity and handling volume at the locations
operated by Siam Kraft Industry.”

Two shipping stores for three
paper machines
Siam Kraft Industry Co., Ltd. is a subsidiary
of SCG Paper. With a production capacity of
1.7 million tons per year at twelve production facilities in Thailand, the Philippines
and Vietnam, SCG Paper is one of the largest manufacturers of paper in Asia. The
newly installed PM16 paper machine has an
annual production capacity of 320,000 t of
recycled, corrugated base paper weighing
between 105 and 150 g/m². To ensure that
the production output is carefully stored
and retrieved just-in-time, Siam Kraft
Industry is investing in a new paper-roll
shipping store for which MHE-Demag is

Cr a n e s a n d h oi sts

About Terex
Material Handling
Terex MHPS GmbH is one of the world’s leading
suppliers of crane technology with Demag
industrial cranes and crane components. The core
competence of the Terex Material Handling
business group lies in the development, design
and production of technically sophisticated
cranes, hoists and components and the provision
of services for these products. The business group
manufactures in 15 countries on five continents
and is present in more than 60 countries, reaching
customers in more than 100 countries.
Up to four rolls in one lift: Process crane with mechanical gripper

supplying three process cranes. A new
shipping store for the PM1 and PM3 paper
machines featuring two identical Demag
process cranes will subsequently be installed in the Ban Pong facilities.
When the new PM16 paper machine
achieves its full production capacity at the
Ratchaburi Mill, up to 1,050 t of paper will
have to be accommodated in the paper-roll
store every day. The rolls, which are configured to meet individual customer specifications, measure between 620 and 2,520 mm
in width and weigh between 400 and
2,400 kg.
The store for the PM16 covers a total area
of more than 3,300 m² and can accommodate some 10,500 t of paper when filled to a
capacity of 80 %. The store is operated
around the clock in 24/7 operation, in two
shifts. During periods in which no loading
operations are performed, the cranes optimise the store with regard to subsequent
retrieval operations. The shipping store is
divided up into two areas in which the
paper rolls can be placed in stacks up to a
height of 13.5 m, depending on their
relevant diameter. Three identical ZKKW
double-girder overhead travelling cranes,
with a load capacity of 2.8 t and a range of
35.5 m, operate on crane rails with a total
length of 90 m. The cranes handle unwrapped rolls with a maximum diameter of
3,600 mm and weight up to 2,880 kg.
Siam Kraft Industry focused on a high
level of dynamics when planning the store:
up to 120 rolls can be handled per hour. In
addition to a consistent storage concept,
the high handling speeds specified by the
paper manufacturer require the crane systems to deliver high performance outputs.
The variable-speed drives can travel along
and across the rails and reach speeds of up
to 120 and 100 m/min, respectively. The
system achieves lifting speeds of up
57 m/min, depending on the load. In addition to the high operating speeds, the crane

control system employs dynamically overlapping travel motions to ensure that the
three cranes, which operate on set of rails,
achieve the necessary, high handling rates.

Safe and reliable handling:
fours rolls of paper in one lift
The high handling rates are also achieved by
the use of mechanical roll grippers. The
mechanical gripper can lift up to four paper
rolls measuring up to 900 mm in width at the
same time. To do this, the process crane is
precisely positioned above the centre of the
roll by the warehouse management computer. Six arms engage the rolls with a constant
contact pressure. Additionally integrated
safety circuits – such as the redundantly
designed sensors installed in the gripper –
provide for safe and reliable handling in the
automated storage processes.
Thanks to the compact design of the
mechanical roll gripper, the rolls of paper
can be placed in a tight storage pattern. This
enables the best possible utilisation of the
available space to be achieved with minimum gaps of only 150 mm in the store layout. This generation of mechanical grippers
has already proven to be a success in automated paper-roll stores in Europe and
China for many years.

Identical store concept for
PM1 and PM3
The same store concept was also adopted
to a common roll store for the PM1 and PM3
paper machine. The rolls in this store, which
are configured to meet individual customer
specifications, measure between 620 and
2,520 mm in width and weigh between 360
and 3,300 kg. The store covers a total area
of more than 2,800 m² and can accommodate some 8,650 t of paper when filled to
a capacity of 80 %. The rolls are stored
around the clock according to the production output of the paper machines; there is a
handling window of 12 to 20 hours per day
for retrieval.
Two identical ZKKW double-girder overhead travelling cranes, which have a load
capacity of 3.3 t and a range of 35.5 m, operate on crane rails that measure 76 m in
length. These cranes are also equipped with
mechanical grippers to pick up wrapped
and unwrapped rolls of paper and store
them in stacks up to a height of 13.5 m. The
two cranes handle up to 80 rolls per hour.
Photos: Terex MHPS

www.demagcranes.com

About MHE-Demag
MHE-Demag, a 50:50 joint venture owned by Terex Material Handling and Jebsen &
Jessen (SEA) Pte Ltd., was established in Asia in 1972. MHE-Demag operates a closely
knit, regional network within Singapore (headquarters), Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam and Taiwan, supported by eight manufacturing facilities
and 40 companies and sales offices.
The company offers a comprehensive range of Demag cranes, crane components,
hoists and industrial drives on its markets. The company also supplies a wide variety
of materials handling equipment, such as industrial trucks, dock levelers, gondola
systems and automated car parking systems.
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C ran es a nd h o ists

Tandem crane meets strict safety
regulations
For a new measurement and
control station the transmission
system operator Gasunie needed an
explosion proof crane with two in
tandem controllable electric wire
rope hoists. The crane construction
company SMI Tech from Hanover
constructed a crane system that
meets the demands in this sensitive
environment using hoists and crane
components by Stahl
Cranesystems.

G

asunie is a Dutch gas transport company with natural gas pipelines in the
Netherlands and North Germany. Its subsidiary „Gasunie Deutschland“ with its
3600 km network of high-pressure pipelines
plays a significant role in the gas hub
between North Germany and Northern

Europe.
Gasunie maintains eight compressor
stations in Germany at intervals of 120 to
150 km, needed to equalise pressure lost
during the transport of the gas. Due to its
central location, the compressor station in
Embsen near Bremen is the core of this network. By the end of 2014, Gasunie will have
expanded the plant, which has existed since
1973, by a new metering and control station
and more compressor stations. Natural gas
arriving in Germany from the North Stream
Baltic pipeline and the new NEL Northern
European pipeline will be piped into the
Gasunie network through it. It is essential

for the consistency and density of the incoming gas to be tested, this will take place
in the metering and control station currently under construction.

01

The wire rope hoists, designed for
tandem operation, meet the strict
requirements of ATEX and IECEx

Cr a n e s a n d h oi sts

About Stahl Cranesystems
Crane technology for hazardous
areas demanded
In the station, there is still no explosive gas,
and also tubes are not installed in the small
building. However, the strictest safety regulations already apply on the construction
site of the measurement and control station: No-one works without protective
equipment, flame-retardant clothing or
without undergoing detailed safety briefings. The first tests with natural gas will take
place in a few months‘ time before the station is commissioned at the end of the year.
Once gas is in the pipes, explosion protection Zone 1 will be in force for this area.
All applicable requirements and regulations for this zone regarding explosion protection, also affect the installed crane technology, which will be used to install and,
later, to service the measuring and control
systems.
There are both electrical and non-electrical components in crane technology which
could cause an explosion in an explosive
environment. For this reason Stahl
Cranesystems, Künzelsau, South Germany,
produces equipment specially designed for
use in areas subject to gas or dust explosions. All hoists and crane components
come from the company‘s production plant
in Künzelsau. They comply with the latest
European ATEX (Atmosphère explosible)
and international IECEx (International
Electrotechnical Commission […] Explosive
Atmospheres) construction and safety regulations for explosive areas (Image 01 to 03).
The crane system was designed, built and
erected by SMI Tech GmbH, Hanover, Ger-

02

Stahl Cranesystems GmbH, with head offices in Künzelsau/Germany, has more than
130 years experience in crane construction. The manufacturer offers a full range of
crane technology and crane components, including chain and rope hoists, winches,
and light and small crane systems, as well as drive and control solutions. It is a world
leader in explosion protected crane technology. Indeed, Stahl Cranesystems
developed the first components for such applications as far back as 1926, thus
contributing to today’s industrial standards. The company manufactures its products
primarily at the Künzelsau plant, but has other manufacturing facilities in Germany
as well as foreign subsidiaries. It has 800 employees worldwide.

many, who were also responsible for calculating the crane runways and supplying and
erecting other explosion-protected manual
chain hoists with curved runways. Stahl
Cranesystems‘ experienced crane building
partner was once again able to showcase its
expertise in complete, ready-for-use systems in hazardous areas.
“Our customised Ex crane is a radio-controlled suspension crane with two explosion-protected wire rope hoists which can
be operated individually or in tandem as required”, Bernhard Pecho, Managing Director of SMI Tech, explains the distinctive features of this project.
The SH 40 ex electric wire rope hoists
from Stahl Cranesystems are designed for
maximum working loads of 3.2 t. Jens
Panzner, Stahl Cranesystems sales engineer,
who assisted SMI Tech to implement the
project, adds: “Wireless controls for crane
systems in hazardous areas have been rare
up to now. And there are not many manufacturers able to design a tandem crane for
hazardous areas in compliance with the
current standards of the EC Machinery
Directive.”

The used travel motors are also executed in explosion-protected
design

High requirements
As a Dutch state-owned enterprise, Gasunie
by its own account aspires to the highest
standards in the fields of safety, reliability,
efficiency and sustainability. The company
demanded equally high standards from
SMI tech‘s crane system. Gasunie specified
design in accordance with the new crane
standards DIN EN 13001 and DIN EN 15011,
introduced in Germany in September 2012.
SMI tech and Stahl Cranesystems completed a comparable project in another
North German compressor station in the
autumn of 2013. Other projects could follow. Pecho adds: “With our experience in
crane building and Stahl Cranesystems‘
field-proven crane technology we can produce standard and off-standard cranes
to the highest standards. There are always
plenty of interesting opportunities for
us, particularly in the field of explosion
protection.”
Photos: Stahl Cranesystems

www.stahlcranes.com

03

In flameproof enclosure crane control unit and radio receiver are
securely isolated
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Product News
Expertise for central and localized Nord
Drivesystems technology enables perfect
drive solutions
Bringing variable-speed, geared
motors up to date may well require
some traditional methods: despite
the increasing popularity of
localized technology that is, most of
all, easy to connect, solutions
featuring frequency converters fitted
in switch cabinets are still widely
used nowadays. Nord Drivesystems
supports individual assessments
with qualified advice on the basis of comprehensive sector and
application expertise. The company provides a range of frequency
converters for both options (largely compatible with each other) to
enable consistently similar handling, even in heterogeneously
equipped systems, thanks to identically designed control and
operating processes. Nord Drivesystems is currently working on
enhancing both localized and central solutions. The manufacturer
provides the customized and adapted SK 200E series frequency
converter for close-coupled or fully integrated layouts designed for
applications on the conveyor section. If required, the compact
units with a wide performance range of up to 22 kW can also
operate as positioning, lifting and safety equipment. Switch
cabinet-mounted SK 500E series frequency converters provide an
identical level of functions as well as type-specific, additional,
dynamic motion control features and they are currently available
with an output of up to 132 kW (in design categories 1 to 10). Series
upgrades with a design category 11 model and an output of 160 kW
are planned for this year.
www.nord.com

Indian Companies
Company profiles
and product news:
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n Exide Industries Ltd
n Godrej
n Hercules Hoists Ltd
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Erikkila aluminum crane enables
unrestricted travel gear movement
The rail geometry of the Prosystem aluminum crane made by the
Finish hall crane manufacturer Erikkila features an internal
conductor system and a collector above the travel gear. As a result,
the travel gear provides unrestricted mobility. In comparison to
other solutions the travel gear can be moved across the entire
length of the rails. The modular end plate provides the power and
hence equipment does not
protrude into the operating range
or working environment.
Regardless of the application, be it
moving, lifting or suspending
goods: the aluminum cranes
merely require one type of travel
gear. This is enabled by the
specially developed, swiveling
travel gear supports that allow the
travel gear to be fitted to bridges.
The arrangement of the eight
wheels stabilizes the travel gear in the crane rails, regardless of the
forces caused by the system’s movements. An optionally available,
patented safety wire operates as a safety element. It stabilizes the
crane system’s travel gear in the crane rails, even in the event of
unintended, incorrect operation or incorrect loading.
www.erikkila.com

Toshiba Tec printing system saves
valuable resources
Toshiba Tec has now fully developed the e-Studio306LP/RD30
printing system, featuring a function to re-use paper. According to a
manufacturer statement, this innovation enables to cut the paper
consumption, for instance in the picking department (picking lists),
by up to 80 percent. The system consists of two components, the
e-Studio306LP multifunction unit, operating with a special, blue
toner and the e-Studio RD30 recycling unit, capable of rendering
this special toner ink almost invisible. The unit thermally treats the
paper to remove the ink. Any data on the sheets can be scanned
and digitalized prior to recycling.
The system automatically classifies documents. Fully recycled
paper is sorted into one of two available cassettes for further
processing. The system
automatically sorts sheets
showing traces of ball-point pen
ink (which cannot be fully
removed), or sheets that have
been kinked or damaged, hence
rendering them unsuitable for
recycling, into the second
cassette.
One recycling unit can be linked
to several e-Studio306LP units.
www.toshiba.de/tec
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voestalpine Krems Finaltechnik supplies steel shelving
for warehouse logistics in automotive production
The internationally operating voestalpine group, based in Linz/Austria, supplies flat
steel products and is an important partner of the European automotive industry. In this
process, the development, production and processing of steel products and solutions
must permanently face new, innovative challenges. Markets are demanding lighter,
stronger and more corrosion-resistant parts and components.
The voestalpine Krems Finaltechnik GmbH subsidiary, based in Krems/Austria
specializes in warehouse-based logistics solutions and supplies steel structures for this
purpose. The company also provided elements for the BMW production plant in
Dingolfing/Germany. An automatic small parts warehouse to supply assembly lines was
set up as part of expansion measures and voestalpine Krems Finaltechnik produced the
rack construction. The two-level warehouse features 66
levels. The eighteen aisles spread across two tracks move
the racking storage and retrieval vehicles to store and
retrieve containers or cardboard boxes. The small parts
warehouse’s steel structure also features a preliminary
platform as well as one platform to transfer goods.
A particular challenge during the assembly of the steel
shelving was the confined assembly space. However, all
benchmarks have been met. The company is also
providing similar steel shelving to supply assembly lines
for German BMW automotive plants in Regensburg and
Leipzig.

STANDARD BELT-DRIVEN LIFTING
TABLE FOR SKILLED SYSTEMS

www.voestalpine.com/finaltechnik

Storage and retrieval units by Winkel – convincing
space-saving design
With the storage and retrieval systems of the Colibri
model (Image) for containers and cartons and the
Puma model for pallets and wire mesh crates, the
company Winkel offers two innovative standard
solutions that stand out especially for their streamlined
and space-saving design, for being virtually vibrationfree, and for their high acceleration dynamics.
With regard to the storage and retrieval systems, the
drive solution has positive interlocked power transmission via cardan shaft, which directly reaches the
toothed racks on the upper and lower rail guide. This
loss-free type of drive prevents the device from
swinging, which would otherwise occur during
acceleration and deceleration and this would have to be
compensated by the motor power. In this way, lighter
and sturdier devices can be built.
The storage and retrieval systems are equipped with an
integrated safety brake system, which reacts reliably
once the device has overrun a certain point in the aisle.
In this way, the hydraulic buffers, which are usually
attached to the end of a warehouse aisle, are no longer required. The operator or the
system integrator can thus rely on the space, which would otherwise be needed for the
buffers, in order to add more rack space. Furthermore, due to the space-saving drive
system, the narrow hoist and innovative load handling devices, approach dimensions
can be reduced to a minimum.
The Colibri storage and retrieval system for containers, with a load capacity up to 100 kg,
is designed for use in automated small parts warehouses with single or double-deep
storage. It is available with different load handling devices. The Puma model is equipped
with telescopic forks for single or double-deep storage. Special load handling devices
are also available.
www.winkel.de

SPINDLE-DRIVEN LIFTING TABLE
FOR WORKPLACE LAYOUT AND
THE USE IN A CONVEYOR SYSTEM

BELT-DRIVEN DOUBLE-SCISSORSLIFTING TABLE FOR THE
HANDLING OF AGVS

Eckendorfer Straße 115 -117
D - 33609 Bielefeld
FON +49.(0)521.78 06 - 0
FAX +49.(0)521.78 06 - 110
verkauf @flexlift.de
www.flexlift.de
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The Germany-China Business Association.

Exchange expertise.
Extend your network.
Since 1987, the German-Chinese Business Association (DCW) has made it its mission to work for
better economic relations between China and Germany. Our non-profit association has become a
valuable platform for members and partners to initiate and deepen long-term partnerships. DCW
members are united in a common goal: Create the right conditions for sustainable growth in trade
and investment between Germany and China.
As a member, you will join over 380 companies, organizations and private individuals in working towards
these goals. Members enjoy a range of privileges that include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talk to us about your business plans in China
Find new business partners on the online platform www.DeZhong.de
Participate in our regional seminars to exchange experiences and gain new expertise
Join business delegations to China, connect to member companies of European partner organisations
Gain online access to our member-only information archive
Benefit from discounts at professional conferences, trade fairs and other events
State your views on fair investment and trade relations and help us draft our next position paper
Present your company as a contributor for better economic relations between China, Europe, and
Germany

The advantages of a membership are available to both private individuals and businesses. They will be
granted to all employees of your institution or company.
We are excited about welcoming you to our network. If you have any question, please do not hesitate to
talk to us.
www.dcw-ev.de
German-Chinese Business Assiciation
Unter Sachsenhausen 10–26 · 50667 Cologne, Germany
Phone: +49 221 120 370 · Fax: +49 221 120 417 · E-mail: info@dcw-ev.de

